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It is not the challenges and conflicts that make up the world of today, but our growing closeness and our shared responsibility.

The year 2017 marked the 25th anniversary of the establishment of the Executive Seminar for International Diplomats. The seminar was initiated shortly after the end of the division of Europe and was intended for diplomats from Central and Eastern European countries. Those taking part in this year’s 41st Executive Seminar hailed from 20 countries and five different continents. This shows how the world has changed over the last quarter of a century, and above all how Germany’s role in the world has changed.

During our stay in Berlin, we had many interesting conversations, and at a time when many things seem to be changing in international politics. The EU is facing immense challenges. Transatlantic relations must be redefined and the liberal free trade order is in doubt. In addition to a new wave of terrorism, fresh territorial conflicts are also threatening international security. New media are injecting further impetus into globalisation and are changing our work as diplomats at the same time.

It was very exciting for us to discuss many of these topics with German interlocutors. Germany is an important partner for our countries and its involvement in the international community is growing. This is why it is important for us to understand the Federal Republic of Germany’s decision-making processes. The six-week programme of the Executive Seminar for International Diplomats offered us a unique insight into the specifics of Germany’s political culture.

During the many meetings that we attended, we were able to see how important it is for German foreign policy for Germany to be anchored in the EU and NATO. We examined German federalism and its role in foreign policy. The importance of associations and foundations in German democracy was another topic that we kept on coming back to. Last but not least, visits to leading German media outlets were among the highlights of our programme.

We not only recall the many new things that we learned, but also the countless shared experiences and the wonderful friendship that has grown between us. I believe that this friendship also strengthens our impression that it is not the challenges and conflicts that make up the world of today, but our growing closeness in an ever-shrinking world and our shared responsibility.

The programme was much more for us than “just” a further training course. We would like to thank Programme Director former Ambassador Axel Berg and his colleagues Verena Michaeli and Lena Hanning. We are grateful to them not only for the perfect organisation of the seminar, but also for the friendly atmosphere and the many wonderful shared moments we enjoyed.